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Details of Visit:

Author: ShyBoy69
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 2 May 2011 3pm
Duration of Visit: 30 mins
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07787490629

The Premises:

A cheap hotel on Argyle St.

The Lady:

Two girls from Coventry on what they say is now a regular tour.

Crystal; early 20s, around 5'7", shoulder length blonde hair with small, pert breasts and a bit of a
tummy but not enough to be off putting.

Lucy; early 20s, around 5'5", short curly/wavy dark hair and a firm pair of breasts. Some tattoos but
in general quite pretty. 

The Story:

Lucy opened the door and got the business end out of the way while Crystal finished off showering.

Started off with a massage from Lucy which led to a bit of hand action swiftly leading to some
covered oral. It was at this point Crystal joined us and lay next to me with her breasts rubbing in my
face and some passionate kissing. The kissing worked its way down my chest and soon both the
girls were taking it in turns to work their mouths rouns the wee man while the other worked the
shaft.

After a short time I had to stop them before they finished me off too soon and Crystal jumped on top
and rode me like John Wayne. I was so in to the moment I'm not entirely sure what Lucy was doing
but it was soon her turn for a bit of doggy. As I thrust away Crystal lay beside Lucy and played with
her shaven haven and let me join in, although I was not allowed finger penetration.

Getting close to the climax I pulled out and Lucy lay on her back beside Crystal as I straddled them
both and shot my load right over both their breasts and faces.

I had asked for a lesbian show but this did not materialise, maybe I didn't push it enough, but all in
all a good afternoon punt. Lucy was a bit clinical and once I had cum sort of ignored me but Crystal
was very friendly and I would consider her for a punt on her own.
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